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SUUJECTIVITY OF GENERALIZED LOCALLY
EXPANSIVE MAPS

]ONG AN PARK AND SANGSUK YIE

1. Introduction

Browder [lJ e"tabli"hed some fundamental surjccttvlty theorems on a
map T of a Banach space E into a Banach spac(' F in which the hypo
theses on T arc completely local in character. He proved that if T is a
locally expansive, continuous open map of E into F, then T is a hom
eomorphism onto F [1].

In 1979, Kirk and Schonberg [:3J proved the following generalized
\'crsion of Browdcr's result ;

THEOREM [3]. Let X and Y be complete metric spaces with Y metrically
COllve.x, and T: X-~Y all open map having closed graph. Suppose also

that T is locally expansive on X. Then T(X) = Y.

Here, a map T of a metric space X into a metric space Y is said to
have closed graph if .Tn----~.r in X and Trn >y in Y implies Tx=y.

And following Menger [4J, a metric space Y if> said to be metrically
convex if for all u, v in Y with u *- v there exists w c= Y distinct from u
and v, such that

d(u, v) =d(u, w) +d(w, v).

In section 2, we apply the Maximal Ordering Principle of Turinici
to more generalized version of the lemma of Kirk and SchOnberg which
was proved by using a continuation method,

In section 3, we prove a surjectivity theorem for locally c-expansive
maps, and obtain some related results.

2. Maximal Element Techniques

In [6J, Turinici introduced the Maximal Ordering Principle. In order
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to state the principle we need the following terms :
Let X be a metric space and :s;: an order on X. A subset DcX is

said to be order-dosed if for every monotone increasing sequence {xn I
nEN} in D and every xEX with Xn~X as n~OO we have xED, and
the ambient order :s;: on X is said to be self-closed if S (x) = {u E X Iu:2: x}
is order-closed for all xE X. Finally, the ambient metric space (X, d)
is said to be order-compact if every monotone increasing sequence in X
has a convergent (monotone) subsequence.

Now we state the Maximal Ordering Principle of Turinici :

THEOREM [6]. Suppose that the metric space (X, d) and the order :s;: on
X are such that

(1) :s;: is self-closed on X,
(2) (X, d) is order-compact.

Then, for every xE X, there exists a maximal element zE X such that
x:S;:z.

We apply the Maximal Ordering Principle of Turinici to more gene
ralized version of the lemma of Kirk and Schonberg [3].

LEMMA. Let X be a metric space, Y a complete metric space with metric
convexity and T: B--'>Y an open map having closed graph where B is
open in X. Suppose that

(a) T is injective on B, and
(b) for any Cauchy sequence {Tvn } in Y, {vn} is relatively compact.

Suppose also that for fixed yE Y, there exists Uo in 13 such that

d(Tuo, y) :2:d(Tu, y) +d(Tuo, Tu)

for all uEoB.
Then there exists uEB such that Tu=y.

Proof. We consider a relation :s;: on 13 defined by for any u, vE13,
u:S;:v iff

d(Tu, y) ';2d(Tv, y) +d(Tu, Tv) for a fixed yE Y.

Then it is easy to see that the relation :s;: is reflexive, antisymmetric
and transitive, i. e., :s;: is actually an order on 13.
So, in order to apply the principle of Turinici, we claim that:

(l) S(u) is order-closed for any uE13, and
(2) (13, d) is order-compact.

To prove (1), we choose any monotone increasing sequence {vn} III
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S(u). Since Vn~Vn+h for a fixed yEY, we have

d(Tvm y) ?::.d(Tvn+h y) +d(Tvn, TVn+l)'

Hence {Tvnl is Cauchy. Since T satisfies (b), a subsequence {u,) IS

convergent in 13. Furthermore, for all n,

d(Tu, y) ?::.d(Tvm y) +d(Tu, Tvn).

Since T has closed graph, Tvnj- Tv in Y for some v in 13, and

d(Tu, y) ?::.d(Tv, y) +d(I'u, Tv).

Hence vES(u). This completes the proof of (1).
And any monotone increasing sequence {vnl in 13 has a convergent

subsequence. Indeed, since {Tvnl is a Cauchy sequence, by (a), {vnl
has a convergent subsequence. This proves (2).

Thus by the principle, we have a maximal element Vo in 13 such that
uo::;;vo and.

d(Tuo, y) ?::.d(Tvo, y) +d(Tvo, Tuo)·

From the boundary condition, we have voEB. Since T(B) is open and
T(vo) E T(B), if yt/:. T(B), then by Menger's theorem [4J, there exists
T(u) *- T(vo) for some uEB such that

d(Tvo, y) ?::.d(Tu, y) +d(Tvo, Tu).

Hence there exists uEB such that vo<u. This is a contradiction to the
maximality of vo. So yE T(B).

3. Surjectivity of Generalized Locally Expansive Maps

For a Banach space, we may consider more generalized classes of
maps than those of locally expansive ones.

Let c: [0,00)-(0,00) be a continuous nonincreasing function such

that S:c(s)ds= 00.

For convenience, a nonlinear map T from a subset B of a Banach
space X into a metric space Y is said to be locally c-expansive if each
x E B has a neighborhood N of x in B such that

c(llxlD Ilu-vll ::;;d(Tu, Tv) for all u, vEN.

From the lemma in section 2, we obtain the following surjectivity
theorem of locally c-expansive maps :

THEOREM. Let X be a Banach space, Y a complete metric space with
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metric convexity, and B open in X. Let T: B-Y have closed graph.
If T is locally c-expansive and open on B, then for yE Y the following
are equivalent:

(a) yE T(E).
(b) there exists xoEB such that d(Txo, y) :::;'d(Tx, y) for all xEoB.

Proof. (a):::::=? (b) is trivial.
(b):::::=? (a). For given uEB, we let r(u) denote the supremum of

all rE [0, 1J such that B(u, r) cB and c(llull) lIu1-u211 ::;;d(Tuh TU2) for
all "10 U2EB(u, r) where B(u, r) denotes the open ball of radius r around
u. Since B is open and T is locally c-expansive on B, r(u»O for all
uEE. Furthermore, by definition, B(u, r(u) /2) cB and c(\Iu\1) Ilu1-u211
:::;'d(Tuh TU2) for all UhU2EB(u,r(u)/2) where B(u,r(u)/2) denotes
the closed ball of radius r (u) /2 around u. Assume, on the contrary,
that y$. T(B). Then the negation of the above lemma implies the exi
stence of a sequence {un} in B such that the following four conditions
hold:

(1) U1 =Xo ;
(2) c(llunll) lIun+1-unll :::;'d(Tun+b TUn) for all n;
(3) lIun+l-unll=r(un)/2 for all n;
(4) d(Tun+b y) +d(Tun+b Tu,.) ::;;d(Tu,., y) for all n.

Then (1) and (4) imply by induction

"(5) d(Tun+b y) +~d(Tuj+b TUj) ::;;d(Txo, y)
J=1

for all n.

In particular, fd(Tuj+b TUj) < 00 and by (2) fc(lIuj\1) lIuj+1-ujll<
J~ J~

00. We claim that {lIun lll is bounded. On the contrary, we assume that
{lIun lll is unbounded. Then we may choose a subsequence {Ujj} such
that

(6) lIuhll<lIujzll<"', limllujkll=oo, and 1=j1<h<'" ;
k

(7) if ik<l<iI<+h then lIuIII::;; lIujell.

Then for k=l, 2, 3, "',

c(lIujjll) (lI uh+1l1- lIujell) :::;'c(lIujj ID lIuh+l-uhll
::S;:c(lIujell) (lIuje-ujH1 11 + lIujHl-ujH2!1+'" +lIUje+1-1-UjHl]D
::S;:c(!Iuj.ID IIUh-UjHII1+c(lIuh-tlll) !IUjHl-ujH211
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+ ... +c(IIUjHl-1ID lIuh+l-1-uh+ll1.

Since fc(s)ds= 00,

183

..
00= 2,;c(lIuikll) Iluik+ll1-IIUiill)

1=1..
~~c(IIUjID IIUj+l-Ujll<oo.

1=1

This is a contradiction. Hence (Ilun lll is bounded and {un} is Cauchy.
Since X and Y are complete, there exists xEB such that U,,---'Jox and
Tu,,---'Joy' as n_ OO • By the assumption that T has closed graph, we
have y'= Tx. Since r(un)---'JoO, xEt:B, i. e., xEoB. Since {lIu,,\I} is
bounded, a=inf c(llunll) is a positive number. Hence (2) and (5) yield
for all n,

d(Tun+h y) +allun+1-xoll
•

~d(Tun+h y) +a~lluj+1-ujll
j=1

•
~d (TUn+h y) + ~c(llujll) Iluj+l-ujll

j=1

•
~d(Tu,,-th y) +~d(Tuj+h TUj)

j=1

~d(Txo, y),

so that letting n- 00 we get

d(Tx, y) +allx-xoll ~d(Txo, y).

Since xE'iJB, this contradicts Cb).

Taking B= X in the above theorem, we obtain the following:

COROLLARY 1. Let X be a Banach space and Y a complete metric space
with metric convexity. Let T: X - Y have closed graph. If T is open and
locally c-expansive, then TCX) = Y.

The above corollary can be obtained from the surjectivity theorem of
Ray and Walker [5J if Y is a Banach space. Also Theorem 3.4 in [5J
can be obtained from the above corollary.

Here we need the following terms : Let X * denote the dual of a real
Banach space X. The duality map J from X into 2X" is defined by

J(x) = {j E X* I (x, j) = IIxl12 and lUll = Ilxll} .
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It is well-known that, by the Hahn-Banach theorem, J(x) is not empty
for each xE X, J is single-valued when X* is strictly convex and J is
uniformly continuous on bounded subsets of X whenever X* is uniformly
convex [2J.

COROLLARY 2 [5, Theorem 3. 4]. Let X be a Banach space, P a con
tinuous selfmap of X, and c : [0, 00) ------.>[0, 00) a continuous nondecreasing

function for which fooc(s)ds=oo. Suppose also that for each x, yEX there

exists a jEJ(x-y) for which

(Px-Py, y) ~c(max {lIxll, 'IYIJ}) IIx-yI12.

Then P is a homeomorphism on X.

Proof. In [5J Ray and Walker obtained 1 domain invariance result
on P, i. e., P is an open map. By Corollary 1 we can show that P is
surjective. Fix e>O. Let c(r) =c(r+e). Then for any xEX, Xl>

X2EB(x, e), we have

II PxI-Px211 ~c(max(I'xlll, IIx21D Ilxl-x211
~c(IIxll+e) IIxl-x211
~c(IIxll) II x l-x211.

Hence P satisfies the hypotheses of Corollary 1. Therefore P is surjec
tive and, hence, a homeomorphism from X onto X.
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